
IMR R1 
 

 

  
£400.00 GBP 
. 
Welcome to the IMR R1. 

The R1 is unlike any other universal in ear monitor available on the market today. 

Experience sound like never before with beautifully textured bass and lush midrange and highs that are present but not harsh. 

Tuned to perfection using IMR's custom 13mm Ceramic hybrid driver unit. With its specialist hi-res ceramic driver combined with a beryllium 
13mm dynamic driver with powerful neodymium motors for a huge soundstage and precise instrument placement and with a FR from 14-
40000Hz to cover the whole audible range of audio. 

Unlike other manufacturers using ceramics in this market that require high power to drive their units ours only needs 32 Ohm! 
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However the R1's abilities do not stop there! The R1 also incorporates a switchable open and close port on the rear of the in-ear monitor to allow 
to you change the staging and shut off the outside world when required. In addition the R1 is supplied with 5 audio filters to allow you to tweak 
the tuning to your individual style. These audio filters allow you to alter bass levels, treble levels and increase midrange as required. 

FILTER SOUNDS: 

 Black - Maximum attack with powerful impactful bass, rich mids and controlled highs 
 Pink - Slightly decreased bass from the black filter with the same mids and highs 
 Copper - Maximum bass, lush mids and slightly recessed highs 
 Orange - Balanced bass and mids with rolled off highs 
 Blue - Beautifully balanced across the range, natural and airy sound with perfect mid and sub bass. 

SPECIFICATION: 

 13mm driver featuring Neodymium motors with beryllium diaphragm + Ceramic driver 
 IMR Open and close porting system 
 5 Audio filters 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm TRS) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 108 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 14 - 40000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 
 
 

 

 

 



R1 ZENITH 
 

  

£400.00 GBP 

  

Welcome to the next generation R1, the R1 ZENITH. 

Building on the last generation R1's spectacular abilities and reworking and perfecting all areas of the R1, the R1 Zenith has been engineered to 
offer the most emotional and breathtaking sound. 

The R1 Zenith's bass has been controlled even further along with an elevated midrange and more precision in the upper registers. All these 
improvements have lifted the R1 Zenith's abilities to another level. 

Tuned to perfection using IMR's Gen II custom 14mm Ceramic hybrid driver unit. Utilising a hi-res piezo ceramic driver combined with a beryllium 
14mm dynamic driver with uprated neodymium motors for a huge soundstage and precise instrument placement and with a FR from 14-40000Hz 
to cover the whole audible range of audio. 

The R1 Zenith includes the updated R1 cables in 3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced termination with the IMR reworked material for a ultra supple and 
non memory cable. 

The unique IMR porting system allows you to alter staging and isolation, the sound stage was spectacular on the R1 but in the R1 Zenith its 
perfection! 

Fully customisable via the porting system and 5 interchangeable acoustics filters to give you 10 settings for your perfect sound signature. These 
audio filters allow you to alter bass levels, treble levels and increase midrange as required. 

FILTER SOUNDS: 
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 Black - Powerful impactful bass, rich mids and powerful highs 
 Pink - Slightly decreased bass from the black filter with the same mids and highs, very neutral sound 
 Copper - Maximum bass, lush mids and slightly recessed highs 
 Orange - Balanced bass and mids with rolled off highs compared to black 
 Blue - Flat across the range. Light and airy sound  

SPECIFICATION: 

 Gen II 14mm driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with beryllium diaphragm + Piezo Ceramic driver 
 Gen II IMR adjustable porting system 
 5 Audio filters 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 108 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 14 - 40000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

IMR R2 Aten 
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£400.00 GBP 
 

The R2 Aten is an exquisite open backed in-ear monitor incorporating an all new bespoke IMR driver. 

The new wide band high resolution ceramic hybrid composite driver has been completely designed in-house and offers the closest you can get to 
a full size high end headphone. 

Utilising a high resolution piezo ceramic driver combined with an all new composite dynamic driver with larger uprated neodymium motors for a 
huge soundstage and precise instrument placement and with a FR from 10-50000Hz. 

The R2 Aten  includes an all new single crystal oxygen free copper braided cable. 

Fully customisable via the all new interchangeable acoustics nozzles and dampers to give you a multitude of settings for your perfect sound 
signature. These acoustic nozzles allow you to alter every aspect of the sound from the treble, midrange and bass. 

  

SPECIFICATION: 

  

 Bespoke Aten driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + high resolution Piezo ceramic driver 
 5 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 106 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 10 - 50000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 
 Limited to 300 units 



100hrs run in time is required for optimum sound reproduction. 

 

Download a full size version HERE 
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 IMR R2 Red 
 

 

  
£350.00 GBP 
Quantity 

Introducing the  R2 Red in-ear monitor.  

LIMITED to 300 units.  
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The R2 Red offers a isolated version of the R2 Aten chassis with a new 13.5mm Aten driver designed to work exclusively with the closed design. 

Designed to offer the IMR house sound for the more budget conscious while retaining all the qualities you have come to love in a IMR product. 

Utilising a high resolution piezo ceramic driver combined with an all new 13.5mm beryllium composite dynamic driver with uprated neodymium 
motors for a huge soundstage and precise instrument placement and with a FR from 10-45000Hz. 

The R2 Red  includes the Aten single crystal oxygen free copper braided cable. 

Fully customisable via the all new interchangeable acoustics nozzles and dampers to give you a multitude of settings for your perfect sound 
signature. These acoustic nozzles allow you to alter every aspect of the sound from the treble, midrange and bass. 

  

Specification 

  

 Bespoke 13.5mm Aten driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with beryllium composite diaphragm + high resolution Piezo 
ceramic driver 

 5 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 105 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 10 - 45000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 
 100hrs run in time is required for optimum sound reproduction. 

 

 
 
 



 

IMR Rah triple hybrid planar magnetic 

 

  

 
£500.00 GBP 
 
The RAH is a tour de force in-ear monitor incorporating the IMR Aten driver and a Planar magnetic driver to create a triple hybrid that combines a 
composite dynamic, piezo electric transducer and a Planar magnetic driver. 
The Aten wide band high resolution ceramic hybrid composite driver combined with the Planar gives you all the high performance sound of the 
R2 Aten combined with ultra high resolution Planar technology for the ultimate detail retrieval. 

The new hybrid arrangement offers a massive soundstage, ultimate macro and micro detail retrieval along with precise instrument placement and 
with a FR from 8-50000Hz. 

The RAH is the first IMR product that can be worn down as well as over the ear. 

The RAH  includes exquisite single crystal oxygen free copper braided cable's. 

Fully customisable via the all new interchangeable acoustics nozzles and dampers to give you a multitude of settings for your perfect sound 
signature. These acoustic nozzles allow you to alter every aspect of the sound from the treble, midrange and bass. These new filter are exclusive 
to the Rah and offer an even broader spectrum of tuning options. 
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SPECIFICATION: 

  

 Triple hybrid driver configuration consisting of bespoke 15mm Aten driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with composite 
diaphragm + high resolution Piezo ceramic driver + 10mm Planar magnetic driver 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 8- 50000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Semi hard carry Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IMR Opus Mia - Hybrid Electrostat 

 

  
£600.00 GBP 

 

The Opus Mia quad driver hybrid electrostatic represents the culmination of 3 years of development of the Ceramic Hybrid Aten driver (5th 
generation) now with the addition of a dual drive electrostatic driver with in built amplifier. 
_ 
The unique driver combination featured in the Opus Mia enables it to deliver true to life sound unlike any other in-ear monitor available on the 
market. Covering every aspect of the audible sound spectrum (and beyond) the Opus Mia delivers the most delicious sub and mid bass which 
does not bleed into the mid range. 
_ 
Midrange and vocals on good quality mastered tracks are as intimate and true to life as possible while the treble is precise, realistic, crisp and 
never fatiguing. 
Detail retrieval is second to non with micro and macro details presented as they should be.  
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_ 
Staging is superb and quite holographic with plenty of depth and width. 
_ 
The Opus Mia features the unique IMR option of switching between open or closed rear ports to suit your listening environment (Isolated/non 
isolated) and further enhancing the tuning capabilities when combined with the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 
_ 
The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
_ 
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
_ 

 5th generation Ceramic Hybrid Aten driver featuring rare earth Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + 5th generation high 
resolution Piezo ceramic driver + dual electrostatic driver with internal amplifier 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Switchable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 7- 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 101 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ATEN 
 

  

£400.00 GBP 
JACK OPTION 

3.5MM + 2.5MM BALANCED3.5MM + 4.4MM BALANCED 

Welcome to the all new Aten. 

Featuring the all new 5th Generation Aten ceramic hybrid driver (as featured in the upcoming Semper). 

Every aspect of the Aten driver has been tweaked to further evolve that sound you already love! Improvements to the diaphragm for improved 
pistonic motion and rigidity, the piezo ceramic is now slightly thicker and has more control over the high end combined with the new rare earth 
neodymium motors help keep the sound beautifully clean while retaining that IMR house sound you all adore.  

Sound stage is wide and deep and carries over the same amazing holographic effect but with improved placement. 

Bass response is typical IMR sound but with even greater control over the low end and improved bass quality. 

Midrange has been improved over previous generations to bring more detail forward and make those vocals even more intimate. 

Treble is super clean, crisp and non fatiguing. 
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Fully customisable via the interchangeable acoustics nozzles and dampers to give you a multitude of settings for your perfect sound signature as 
well as allowing you to run an open or closed back IEM. These acoustic nozzles allow you to alter every aspect of the sound from the treble, 
midrange and bass.  

  

SPECIFICATION: 

  

 Bespoke 5th generation Ceramic hybrid Aten driver featuring uprated rare earth Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + 
high resolution Piezo ceramic driver 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm, 2.5mm balanced or optional 4.4mm) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 106 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 10 - 50000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard large carry case 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 
 Limited to 300 units 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

R3 HALCYON Quad hybrid electrostatic 
 

  

£600.00 GBP 
LIMITED TO 100 EXCLUSIVE PIECES! 

The 2020 R3 range marks the beginning of a new way to further customise your sound. 

The R3 Halcyon not only allows you to tune your preferred sound signature via the twin part filters but will also allow you to adjust the rear porting 
from fully isolated to fully open. This will allow you to alter the diaphragm speed which in turn will alter the FR response. For example, you can 
have a beautiful natural decay or change the port and keep the same sound but change the speed and decay. 

Combining the high performance Aten driver combined with a electrostatic driver with its own internal transformer (no additional special power 
supply required), the R3 Halcyon is for those who want the best bass response in the business combined with detail and placement levels 
usually the preserve of 8+ driver iems. 
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The R3 Halcyon is part of the IMR special build series and is strictly limited to just 100 units and won't be made again to offer a truly exclusive in 
ear monitor. 

  

  

R3 Halcyon 

 Quad hybrid driver configuration consisting of bespoke Aten driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + 
high resolution Piezo ceramic driver + dual electrostatic driver with internal transformer 

 7 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Rear port tuning nozzles (Open/closed) 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 7- 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 101 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Semi hard carry Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 Limited to 100 units and won’t be made again. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PB ONE 
 

  
£550.00 GBP 
Private builds just for IMR customers 

50 units only  

The ONE spec is as follows 

 Triple hybrid driver configuration consisting of bespoke Aten driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors with composite diaphragm + 
high resolution Piezo ceramic driver +  Planar magnetic driver 

 7 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced) 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210420224128/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/RAH_da3d874d-658f-4687-a7e2-7ec6eeb4e003_1024x.jpg?v=1595866377
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 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 8- 52000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Semi hard carry Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 
 
 

IMR PB TWO 
 

  
£795.00 GBP 
PRIVATE BUILD #2 

50 unit build only. 

The PB Two combines the 12mm planar from the PB One with the exquisite detailing of the dual electrostatic driver and a 9mm composite 
dynamic driver to provide a IEM filled with clarity, detail and stage while retaining a balanced and fast paced low end. 

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

 Dual electrostatic driver with internal amplifier + 12mm Planar magnetic driver + 9mm composite dynamic driver with rare earth 
Neodymium motors  

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Switchable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced) 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210507182221/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/pbtwo_1024x.jpg?v=1597669243
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 Frequency response: 7- 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 21 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 101 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Large storage case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 
150+ Hours of run in time is required for optimal sound reproduction. 
 
A good quality Amp/Dac/Dap is also highly recommended to achieve the best sound reproduction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

IMR SEMPER 
 
 

 

  
£1,100.00 GBP 
Quantity 

Semper, the ultimate expression of what can be done with a in-ear monitor. 
_ 
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The most unique driver combination in the market featuring the IMR 5th generation Aten composite ceramic driver, 3rd generation Planar 
magnetic and dual Electrostat drivers with inbuilt amplifier. 
_ 
The unique driver combination featured in the Semper enables it to deliver the most immersive and engaging sounding IMR product to date. 
Covering every aspect of the audible sound spectrum (and beyond) the Semper recreates audio on a whole new level. Bass can be switched 
from bass cannon to audiophile bass head. Vocals are presented so naturally, cleanly and intimately you will think the artist is with you in the 
room. Treble is a masterpiece of precision, never harsh and never fatiguing (poorly recorded or mastered tracks excluded).  
_ 
Detail retrieval is second to none with micro and macro details presented as they should be.  
_ 
Staging is sublime with perfect placement. 
_ 
The Semper features the unique IMR option of switching between open or closed rear ports to suit your listening environment (Isolated/non 
isolated) and further enhancing the tuning capabilities when combined with the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 
_ 
The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
_ 
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
_ 

 5th generation Aten driver featuring rare earth Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + 5th generation high resolution Piezo 
ceramic driver + dual electrostatic driver with internal amplifier + 3rd generation Planar magnetic driver. 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers (Pink + Pink recommended) 
 Switchable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cables (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced ) 
 Frequency response: 7- 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 104 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated Jacks 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

200+Hours minimum of burn in time required to reach full potential. Please note poor recordings and badly mastered tracks will result 
in poor sound reproduction. A good quality Amp/Dac/Dap is also highly recommended to achieve the best sound reproduction. 



 

IMR EDP 

 

  
£169.00 GBP 
Jack Options 

3.5mm + 2.5mm3.5mm + 4.4mm 

Planar technology is starting to become a staple of the in-ear monitor with more and more companies finding new ways to implement micro 
planar drivers. 

Sadly too many are poorly implemented and offer mediocre sound. 

The EDP is here to obliterate any other planar in-ear monitor in the sub £300 price bracket and many more priced above! 
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IMR has been working with a dedicated planar manufacturing partner to produce some of the most amazing IEM's such as the RAH and PB 
ONE. 

For many the price point of these units is cost prohibitive. They are extremely specialist and the costs involved to produce them are extremely 
high. 

The EDP is an isolated in-ear monitor featuring a 10mm precision planar driver and a 9mm wide band dynamic and has been in development 
since June 2019. 

This combination offers the immense detail and lush vocals that only a planar can produce with the titanium driver taking care of bass duties.  

Detail retrieval is spectacular with holographic instrument placement. Vocals are supremely present but never overpowering. Midrange is hugely 
engaging and with no bleed from the lower registers messing with the midrange sound. Bass is ultra fast, precise while still retaining a fun 
element. Treble is crisp and precise without being harsh. 

The EDP is the most isolating IMR product to date and as such makes them great for everything from commuting to stage work. 

SPECIFICATION: 

  

 Planar hybrid driver configuration consisting of a precision 10mm planar magnetic driver and a 9mm wide band dynamic driver 
 Acoustic tuning nozzles 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm and 2.5mm balanced or optional 4.4mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 102 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 10- 40000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack + either 2.5mm or 4.4mm balanced 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Large Carry Case 
 6.5mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

IMR KNIGHT 
 

  
£175.00 
CABLE OPTION 

3.5MM+2.5MM3.5MM+4.4MM 

LIMITED QUANTITY AVAILABLE 

The all new KNIGHT represents the start of new breed of IEM's from IMR. 

The Knight is a extremely portable and compact IEM that can be worn easily up or down (depending on cable used). 

Featuring the all new A.D.L.C (Amorphous diamond like carbon) brings a new level of detail and placement. Retaining the rich IMR bass but 
adding detail usually reserved for balanced armatures or electrostatic drivers. 

Bass is detailed, rich, fast and extremely precise. Details and presentation are at a new level and offer air and placement in a way not possible 
before. Midrange and vocals are a step change and the sweetest and most intimate yet from a budget IMR model. Treble is precise and realistic. 

The perfect audiophile daily IEM! 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210507192130/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/KNIGHT3_1024x.jpg?v=1612367179
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The Knight features the unique IMR option of switching between open or closed rear ports to suit your listening environment (Isolated/non 
isolated) and further enhancing the tuning capabilities when combined with the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 
The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

 6mm A.D.L.C (amorphous diamond like carbon) custom tuned driver 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Interchangeable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced or optional 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 10- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END OF MAY 2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



IMR BC 
 

  

£300.00 GBP 
CABLE OPTION 

3.5MM+2.5MM3.5MM+4.4MM 

LIMITED QUANTITY AVAILABLE 

I know many of you are bass heads (me too) and I have wanted to create the ultimate audiophile bass head IEM for a while. 

The BC (bass canon) is that very IEM! 

Utilising the 5th Gen Aten driver combined with the new A.D.L.C (amorphous diamond like carbon) driver provides a bass heads dream IEM. 

The sub bass is the most substantial and clear I could make with smooth and seamless transitions into the mid bass. Staging is sublime with 
plenty of height, width and depth. 

The trouble with bass rich IEM is always maintaining a balance between that rich sound and detail. The A.D.L.C adds that detail magic and 
provides all the detail you could ask for with beautiful placement, luscious vocals and a beautiful treble. 

If you are a audiophile bass head, could this be your end game? 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210507185100/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/BC3_1024x.jpg?v=1612367008
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The BC features the unique IMR option of switching between open or closed rear ports to suit your listening environment (Isolated/non isolated) 
and further enhancing the tuning capabilities when combined with the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 
  
The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
  
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
  

 5th generation Ceramic Hybrid Aten driver featuring rare earth Neodymium motors with a composite diaphragm + 5th generation high 
resolution Piezo ceramic driver + 6mm A.D.L.C (amorphous diamond like carbon) driver 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Interchangeable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced or optional 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 102 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 200 UNITS 

IN PRODUCTION 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END OF MAY 2021 
 

 
 

 

 

 



IMR EDP+ 
 

  
£295.00 GBP 
CABLE OPTION 

3.5MM+2.5MM3.5MM+4.4MM 

The original EDP was a immense success for IMR with almost every single customer universally praising it for its life like presentation while 
retaining that IMR musical and fun element. 

The EDP+ builds on that amazing sound (sadly not as cheap but the original. That was made to give you a taste of what a planar can do) 

Every part of the EDP+ has been refined over the original with a new generation  planar driver and now with the addition of the all new A.D.L.C 
(amorphous diamond like carbon) custom tuned driver. 

Realism has been stepped up with the overall presentation and detailing moving the game on substantially. 

The bass is cleaner, tighter and the quality has been markedly improved. The midrange is a step change from the previous generation and takes 
realism and staging to a new level. The treble has been tightened up a notch and is cleaner than before yet is still crisp and full of sparkle. 

If you thought the last EDP was something special, you will get goosebumps with the EDP+ as its realism is breathtaking! 

The EDP+ features the unique IMR option of switching between open or closed rear ports to suit your listening environment (Isolated/non 
isolated) and further enhancing the tuning capabilities when combined with the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 
  

https://web.archive.org/web/20210507193445/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_1_1024x.jpg?v=1612367115
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The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
  
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
  

 6mm A.D.L.C (amorphous diamond like carbon) custom tuned driver + next generation Planar magnetic driver 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Interchangeable open port or closed port  
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced or Optional 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 50000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 102 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 149 UNITS 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END OF MAY 2021 

IN PRODUCTION. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



ELYSIUM 
 

  

£800.00 GBP 
Quantity 

Did you know that you as the customer and us at IMR are all searching for the same thing? That Audio Nirvana! Whether you chose the Astra 
Ultraque or Elysium, this is it! Your only choice will be if you prefer Electrostatic detailing in the Astra Ultraque or Planar midrange and staging.  
  
Welcome to Elysium. 
Featuring a special group of drivers! The all new bespoke wide band 10mm Amorphous Diamond Like Carbon (A.D.L.C) dynamic , combined 
with the next generation 12mm Planar magnetic driver and a bone conduction motor hard mounted to the Elysium’s chassis will take you to a 
new world of sound. 
  
The wide band A.D.L.C dynamic is a bespoke driver and is custom tuned just for the Astra Ultraque and Elysium models. This driver offers the 
greatest pistonic motion of any driver in an IMR before and so can deliver that low end you've all come to love from IMR but also enriches that 
midrange far more than any other IMR dynamic before.  
The newest generation 12mm Planar magnetic driver offers a soundstage and vocal lushness that only a Planar can produce. Immense 
presentation precision all done in that beautifully relaxed way that a Planar does. 
The Bone conduction motor adds something so exciting to the audio mix you will hardly believe what you are hearing. The bone conduction 
motor is hard mounted to the inside of the chassis and transmits the audio (via conduction) (you can't feel the vibration) through the shell direct to 
your inner ear and completely bypasses your eardrum. By using bone conduction it adds a layer of realism I had thought otherwise unachievable 
and puts you in the scene of the music and will really transport you into the music as it happens. 
Combining all of these together you get a bass that is exquisite and will hit as hard and as low as the track requires , a midrange that is the most 
wondrous you could ask for and a treble that is as perfect, crisp and precise as you would expect from this driver combination and world class 
staging. 
  
The Elysium features the IMR acoustic tuning nozzle system to tweak to your perfect sound signature. 
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The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
  
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
  

 10mm bespoke A.D.L.C dynamic driver +  12mm Planar magnetic driver + bone conduction motor 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers  
 2 Pin detachable cables (3.5mm/2.5mm + 4.4mm balanced ) 
 Frequency response: 7 - 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated Jacks 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Interchangeable face plates in Black, Purple and gold 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Small pocket case 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 99 UNITS WORLDWIDE 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END MAY 2021 

IN PRODUCTION. 

200+Hours minimum of burn in time required to reach full potential. 
 

 
 

 

 

 



OPUS MELIUS 
 

  

£600.00 GBP 
Quantity 

Building on the immense and much applauded Opus Mia the Opus Melius moves the bench mark again. Now featuring an all new bespoke 
10mm Amorphous Diamond like Carbon dynamic (A.D.L.C) wide band driver combined with the spectacular dual electrostatic with inbuilt 
amplifier. 
This driver combination enables the Opus Melius to deliver true to life sound like the Opus Mia but adds additional layers of complexity that had 
been hidden in the track before. 
_ 
The bass is fast, organic and a step change in quality. This is the best sub and mid bass yet with zero bleed into the midrange. 
Midrange and vocals have been improved and moved forward to bring you an additional layer of excitement and engagement. 
_ 
Treble is ultra crisp and precise, fast and full of sparkle but with no fatigue. 
Detail retrieval is a marked improvement over the Opus Mia and although it doesn't try and falsely push the details forward you will immediately 
hear things you had not before which will offer you again a greater engagement and connection with the music without it becoming analytical. 
Staging is superb and quite holographic with greater depth and width. 
  
The Opus Melius features the IMR acoustic tuning nozzle system to further fine tune the sound to your perfect sound signature. 
_ 
The Opus Melius is Limited to just 99 units on a limited build and marks the end of the end of the Opus series.  
_ 
The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
  
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
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 10mm bespoke A.D.L.C dynamic driver + dual electrostatic driver with internal amplifier 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (3.5mm/2.5mm + 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8 - 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 102 +/- 3DB 
 Interchangeable faceplate covers in Blue, red and gold included 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Small pocket carry case 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 99 UNITS WORLDWIDE 

IN PRODUCTION. 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END OF MAY 2021 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



ASTRA ULTRAQUE 
 

  
£900.00 GBP 
 
Did you know that you as the customer and us at IMR are all searching for the same thing? That Audio Nirvana! Whether you chose the Astra 
Ultraque or Elysium, this is it! Your only choice will be if you prefer Electrostatic detailing in the Astra Ultraque or Planar midrange and staging.  
  
Welcome to Astra Ultraque. 
Featuring a special group of drivers! The all new bespoke wide band 10mm Amorphous Diamond Like Carbon (A.D.L.C) dynamic , combined 
with the exquisite dual electrostatic driver and a bone conduction motor hard mounted to the Astra Ultraque's chassis will take you to a new world 
of sound. 
  
The wide band A.D.L.C dynamic is a bespoke driver and is custom tuned just for the Astra Ultraque and Elysium models. This driver offers the 
greatest pistonic motion of any driver in an IMR before and so can deliver that low end you've all come to love from IMR but also enriches that 
midrange far more than any other IMR dynamic before.  
_ 
The dual electrostatic driver takes care of midrange and upper register detailing and adds to that vocal layering to help bring all those subtle 
nuances to the forefront. 
- 
The Bone conduction motor adds something so exciting to the audio mix you will hardly believe what you are hearing. The bone conduction 
motor is hard mounted to the inside of the chassis and transmits the audio (via conduction) (you can't feel the vibration) through the shell direct to 
your inner ear and completely bypasses your eardrum. By using bone conduction it adds a layer of realism I had thought otherwise unachievable 
and puts you in the scene of the music and will really transport you into the music as it happens. 
Combining all of these together you get a bass that is exquisite and will hit as hard and as low as the track requires, a midrange that is the most 
wondrous you could ask for and a treble that is as perfect, crisp and precise as you would expect from this driver combination. Providing wold 
class detail retrieval and placement. 
  
The Astra Ultraque features the IMR acoustic tuning nozzle system to tweak to your perfect sound signature. 
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https://web.archive.org/web/20210507195700/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_67ced4b8-1632-4044-91dc-134b4d4f7287_1024x.jpg?v=1614364985
https://web.archive.org/web/20210507195700/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_691af380-92df-4d0a-a072-ec63e504f6d3_1024x.jpg?v=1614364985
https://web.archive.org/web/20210507195700/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_abbb399d-0a0c-43fe-bbec-abda4e34a055_1024x.jpg?v=1614365475


The drivers are encased in an light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC chassis for long term durability and finish. 
  
Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 
  

 10mm bespoke A.D.L.C dynamic driver +  dual electrostatic drivers with internal amplifier + bone conduction motor 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers  
 2 Pin detachable cables (3.5mm/2.5mm + 4.4mm balanced ) 
 Frequency response: 7 - 70000Hz 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated Jacks 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Interchangeable face plates in Jade, Purple and gold 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Small pocket case 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 99 UNITS WORLDWIDE 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY END MAY 2021 

IN PRODUCTION. 

200+Hours minimum of burn in time required to reach full potential. 

  

 

 

 

 



Ozar 
 

  
£400.00 

199 Available 
JACK OPTION 

3.5MM + 2.5MM3.5MM + 4.4MM 

When it became time to replace my highly praised Aten driver I had to look at everything it did amazingly well and retain those qualities and look 
at what could be improved and build a stronger foundation for the next generation of driver. 

The Ozar features an all new CNT ADLC driver. Combining a main diaphragm made from Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with a Amorphous diamond 
like carbon (ADLC) coating combined with new larger rare earth motors for the most advanced dynamic driver in the IMR arsenal. 

This new driver allows the Ozar to retain a spectacular low end with sublime control and beautifully presented. 

The midrange is where the biggest leaps have been made, so much so you will hardly believe this is a single driver. Midrange detail is exquisite 
with vocals now inline with rest of the spectrum. 

Micro and macro details are easily heard and instrument and vocal placement is supreme. 

Treble is ultra crisp and precise. 

This is a true audiophile grade listening experience with a splash of IMR special sauce for that engaging, detailed, intimate yet filled with soul, 
richness and that IMR fun 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_5ef49196-454c-4b23-9372-f1f20238c677_1024x.jpg?v=1617722460
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_f0ea52dd-3545-4dda-8202-9656862a8cbe_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_8ad501ad-e4b8-44d3-851b-01baf361ecd0_1024x.jpg?v=1617722460
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_f0ea52dd-3545-4dda-8202-9656862a8cbe_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_2afda2ba-3a16-43a7-a13e-019c2bc3090e_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_f0ea52dd-3545-4dda-8202-9656862a8cbe_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_021f90c4-2c98-4603-a71a-a29b841ec19f_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_f0ea52dd-3545-4dda-8202-9656862a8cbe_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420220848/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_f0ea52dd-3545-4dda-8202-9656862a8cbe_1024x.jpg?v=1617722459


If you had been looking for an upgrade to your R1, Zenith, R2 (Aten or red), Aten or Rah and didn’t manage to get a special build then this IS the 
ear monitor for you as it is a substantial upgrade. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced or Optional 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 35 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 99 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

400 UNITS AVAILABLE. 

IN STOCK  END OF JUNE 2021. 

ANY ORDERS PLACED NOW WILL NOT SHIP UNTIL THE END OF JUNE 2021. 

 

 
 
 
 

 



ELAN 
 

  

£600.00 
 
The Elan features an all new CNT ADLC driver. Combining a main diaphragm made from Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with a Amorphous diamond 
like carbon (ADLC) coating combined with new larger rare earth motors for the most advanced dynamic driver in the IMR arsenal. Combined with 
bone conduction motors to fully immerse yourself in the music and put you right there in the action. 

This Elan sports a spectacular low end with sublime control and beautifully presented. 

Midrange detail is exquisite with vocals inline with rest of the spectrum. The bone conduction adds another layer of magic to the sound and 
allows for a soundscape unlike anything before! 

Micro and macro details are easily heard and instrument and vocal placement is supreme. 

Treble is ultra crisp and precise. 

This is a true audiophile grade listening experience with a splash of IMR special sauce for that engaging, detailed, intimate yet filled with soul, 
richness and that IMR fun. With the use of bone conduction to put you in the scene of the music!  

If you had been looking for an upgrade to your R1, Zenith, R2 (Aten or red), Aten or Rah, R3 or Opus Mia and didn’t manage to get a special 
build then this IS the ear monitor for you as it is a substantial upgrade. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_27a7d19e-68a9-42e3-9443-01287a3d333a_1024x.jpg?v=1617721736
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_4b71659e-50f8-4e5c-9840-d47cc7535fdb_1024x.jpg?v=1617721735
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_96a6d16a-4416-4610-b6fc-59869e173d06_1024x.jpg?v=1617721736
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_4b71659e-50f8-4e5c-9840-d47cc7535fdb_1024x.jpg?v=1617721735
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_892bac9c-5be0-4506-8e58-5859a7965ca5_1024x.jpg?v=1617721736
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_4b71659e-50f8-4e5c-9840-d47cc7535fdb_1024x.jpg?v=1617721735
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_bd174a6a-fea1-4c1f-b5fc-26c2f74efc56_1024x.jpg?v=1617721736
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_4b71659e-50f8-4e5c-9840-d47cc7535fdb_1024x.jpg?v=1617721735
https://web.archive.org/web/20210420222524/https:/cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/custom_resized_4b71659e-50f8-4e5c-9840-d47cc7535fdb_1024x.jpg?v=1617721735


Each Elan comes with a special metal plaque with a unique serial number (From 001 to 100) and a message from this models 
namesake Elan Morrison the multiplatinum award wining music producer. A man who has helped me shape my sound since IMR's 
inception. 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + Bone conduction motors 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 35 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 99 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

100 UNITS AVAILABLE. 

IN STOCK  END OF JUNE 2021. 

ANY ORDERS PLACED NOW WILL NOT SHIP UNTIL THE END OF JUNE 2021 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 



Splash of Red 

 

 

 
£179.00 GBP 
JACK OPTION 

2.5mm3.5mm4.4mm 

The Splash of Red features our CNT ADLC driver. Combining a main diaphragm made from Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with a Amorphous 
diamond like carbon (ADLC) coating combined with new larger rare earth motors making it our most advanced dynamic driver to date. 

The Splash of Red offers a “Just north” of reference class low end giving you a musical presentation of the artists recording. Exceptional 
midrange and vocal presentation with a crisp and detail rich treble to make the Splash of Red and exceptional IEM. 

Bass will present just north of reference and is ultra precise, engaging and musical.  

Midrange is in line with the bass and is ultra clean, detailed and engaging. 



Vocals are intimate, detailed and beautifully presented and inline with the rest of the spectrum. 

Treble is full of energy, detail and precision. Just how how it should be. 

Sound stage is excellent and presents in a holographic manner and is really quite 3D. 

This is a true IMR house sound IEM which pushes north of reference class and is musical, engaging with a hint of magic. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 10mm CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (Choice of 2.5mm/3.5mm balanced or 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 35 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 99 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

  

200/300hrs+ BURN IN TIME REQUIRED. 

PRICE EXCLUDES UK VAT. UK CUSTOMERS WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

 
 
 
  



Splash of Gold 

 

 

 
£189.00 GBP 
JACK OPTION 

2.5mm3.5mm4.4mm 

The Splash of Gold features our CNT ADLC driver. Combining a main diaphragm made from Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with a Amorphous 
diamond like carbon (ADLC) coating combined with new larger rare earth motors making it our most advanced dynamic driver to date. 

The Splash of gold offers a rich and lush low end with plenty of IMR dynamic organic mid and sub bass with exceptional midrange and vocal 
presentation and a crisp and detail rich treble.  

Bass will drop ultra low when required and present in an effortless yet rich manner with true IMR house bass.  



Midrange is in line with the bass and is ultra clean, detailed and engaging. 

Vocals are intimate, detailed and beautifully presented and inline with the rest of the spectrum. 

Treble is full of energy, detail and precision. Just how how it should be. 

Sound stage is excellent and presents in a holographic manner and is really quite 3D. 

This is a true IMR house sound IEM which has that IMR bass response. Splash of Gold is musical, engaging with a hint of magic. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 10mm CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (Choice of 2.5mm/3.5mm balanced or 4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 35 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 99 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

200/300hrs+ BURN IN TIME REQUIRED. 

PRICE EXCLUDES UK VAT. UK CUSTOMERS WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

 

 



IMR Dark Matter 

 

 
 
£580.00 GBP 

JACK CHOICE 

2.5MM3.5MM4.4MM2.5MM + 3.5MM2.5MM + 4.4MM3.5MM + 4.4MM2.5MM + 3.5MM + 4.4MM 

The Dark Matter hybrid is the IEM for those that absolutely must have the greatest level of bass immersion possible while retaining an ultra clear 
midrange. 

The Dark Matter offers a FLAGSHIP experience and is worthy of its title alongside the Avalon. 

The CNT ADLC driver has had a small update to 11mm for this application offering a richer mid and sub bass experience. Bass precision, 
accuracy and decay is perfect. A new acoustic lens helps channel the sound even better to your ear. 



The IMR 6mm CNT (conduction motor) is coupled with the 11mm driver as an additional driver to further enhance the bass response while 
adding a crispness to the treble and more immersive midrange. 

The immersion provided has a greater level of transmission of midrange and upper registers and now the placement and details just takes it up 
yet another level. 

Depth and immersion of the Dark matter offer a live event level of immersion putting you in front of the stage. 

Both the Avalon and Dark matter will benefit from the IMR acoustic tuning system. 

Beautifully presented in an all new presentation case. 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 11mm Wide band dynamic CNT ADLC Dynamic + 6mm CNT conduction motors 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 

 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 

 Frequency response: 8- 45000Hz 

 Impedance: 35 Ohm 

 Sensitivity: 100 +/- 3DB 

 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 

 35mm Adapter 

 New portable case 

 Carry case for all equipment 

 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 3 Year warranty 

300-500hrs Run in time required for optimal sound 

In stock - ready to ship  

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND UK CUSTOMERS WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 



 

 

IMR Avalon 
 

 
 

£930.00 GBP 

 

Building on everything learnt from the Astra Ultraque and Elan the Avalon Quintuple hybrid is the embodiment of those lessons and truly 
deserving of a FLAGSHIP title along with the Dark Matter. 

Everything has been reworked, redesigned, new sonic chambers and acoustic lenses tweaked and tuned to offer the ULTIMATE experience. 

The CNT ADLC driver has had a small update to 11mm for this application offering a richer mid and sub bass experience. Bass precision, 
accuracy and decay is perfect. A new acoustic lens helps channel the sound even better to your ear. 

The immersion provided by now having dual chamber bone conduction motors offer a greater level of transmission of midrange and upper 
registers and now the placement and details just takes it up yet another level. 

Dual electrostatic drivers provide a level of placement, separation and realism no BA could ever match but have been repositioned within the 
chamber to offer an even better experience and reduce any peaks to allow even poorer recording to shine while not detracting from superior 
quality recordings. 



Offering a sound stage that is best described as a star field and is as deep as it is wide and sense of realism and genuinely being at the centre of 
the music as its performed. 

Both the Avalon and Dark matter will benefit from the IMR acoustic tuning system. 

Beautifully presented in an all new presentation case. 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 11mm Wide band CNT ADLC Drivers (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + dual chamber Bone conduction motors + Dual electrostatic drivers with in built amplifier 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 

 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 

 Frequency response: 8-70000Hz 

 Impedance: 24 Ohm 

 Sensitivity: 104 +/- 3DB 

 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 

 35mm Adapter 

 New portable case 

 Carry case for all equipment 

 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

 3 Year warranty 

IN STOCK - READY TO SHIP 

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND FOR UK CUSTOMERS VAT WILL BE ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

 

 

 

 



EDP Ace 
 

 
 
£225.00 GBP 

JACK 

3.5mm2.5mm4.4mm 

Almost 2 years ago we released the now revered EDP. Now its time to bring it back for 2022 with a few tiny tweaks to the original much loved 
formula. This is the EDP ACE 

We have chosen to swap out the previous 9mm dynamic and replace with our 10mm carbon nanotube ADLC dynamic driver due to its ability to 
offer a wider presentation and increased bass & midrange/vocal abilities. By doing this we don't alter the original recipe too much but give the 
EDP ACE some added abilities. Combine this with our 10mm precision planar and your have a monitor that cannot be beaten at this price point. 

Detail retrieval is spectacular with holographic instrument placement. Vocals are supremely present but never overpowering. Midrange is hugely 
engaging and with no bleed from the lower registers messing with the midrange sound. Bass is fast, precise while still retaining that IMR fun. 
Treble is crisp and precise without being harsh. 



A bone conduction motor has also been added to increase the levels of detail and place all those hidden detail into the musical mix. 

In addition we have made the central outer black bar to make it interchangeable. So you can change from either a fully isolated and closed front 
or swap out to a vented giving you an even greater level of adjustability. 

In closed port mode bass is as fast paced as the original EDP with midrange pushing slightly forward of the original EDP and treble being 
unaffected but the same sound stage as the original. In open port bass is more organic and presented with more dynamic vigour and staging 
increases vastly with a just south of a star field presentation. 

In this segment of the Market there is simply nothing better than the EDP ACE. 

SPECIFICATION: 
  

 Planar hybrid driver configuration consisting of a precision 10mm planar magnetic driver + 10mm Ultra wide band CNT ADLC dynamic driver 
+ bone conduction motor 

 8 Acoustic tuning nozzles + 6 Acoustics dampers 
 2 Pin detachable cable (Choice of 3.5mm, 2.5mm balanced or 4.4mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 103 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated jacks 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Large Carry Case 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 
 Limited to 125 units with serial number card 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY APRIL/MAY 2022 - More details on special builds HERE 

PRICE EXCLUDES VAT. U.K. CUSTOMERS WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

 

 

https://imracoustics.com/pages/pre-orders-and-special-builds


ZENITH II 
 

 
 
£275.00 GBP 

JACK 

3.5mm2.5mm4.4mm 

Almost 3 Years to the day the original Zenith was launched and is still one of the most sort after models we created. 

Here at IMR we have learnt a lot since then and can now apply all that hard gained knowledge to a reimagining of the Zenith. 

The Zenith II features an all new hybrid driver module which we call the PUC drive (Precision Unified Ceramic). The PUC is made up of our Ultra 
wide band 14.2mm CNT ADLC dynamic combined with our all new Piezo ceramic tweeter into a single module. 

The new Zenith II can drop bass lower than the original but with control that the previous Zenith could only ever dream of. Combined with a new 
acoustic lens means we have been able to squeeze an amazing sound stage out of this new module and offer a level of staging usually reserved 
for much more expensive units and is wide as it is deep. 



Midrange is exceptional and moves the game on by some magnitude over the original Zenith. 

Treble is now ultra precise, crisp, fast and non fatiguing. 

The unique IMR porting system allows you to alter staging and isolation. By rotating the dial you can switch from fully open to closed on the go. 

Fully customisable via the porting system and the IMR interchangeable acoustics filters allowing you to fine tune to your preferred taste. 

  

SPECIFICATION: 

 14.2mm Ultra wide band CNT ADLC driver featuring uprated Neodymium motors  + Piezo Ceramic driver 
 IMR adjustable porting system 
 8 Acoustic audio nozzles + 6 Acoustic dampers. 
 2 Pin detachable cable (Choice of 3.5mm, 2.5mm balanced or 4.4mm balanced) 
 Impedance: 32 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 105 +/- 3DB 
 Frequency response: 8 - 40000Hz 
 24ct Gold plated Jacks 
 1.4M length OFC cable 
 Hard Case 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 
 Limited to 125 units with serial number card 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY APRIL/MAY 2022 - More details on special builds HERE 

PRICE EXCLUDES VAT. U.K. CUSTOMERS WILL HAVE VAT 

 
 

 

 

https://imracoustics.com/pages/pre-orders-and-special-builds


Event Horizon 
 

 
 

£450.00 GBP 
DRIVER CHOICE 

DYNAMICDYNAMIC + PLANAR 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY APRIL 2022 

Here it is at last. The Event Horizon! 
- 
Why the name Event Horizon? Well the Event Horizon in a black hole is the last point before there is no going back and felt quite fitting as once 
you own an IMR Event Horizon you wont want to go back listening any other way. 
- 
Designed to work in a way no other full size headphone does. 
In its stock configuration it runs a Hi-Res 36mm Beryllium dynamic driver spanning the audible range and beyond. Running dual rare earth 
motors for ultra fast transient response. 
- 



Designed to present a lush, rich mid and sub bass response with beautiful texture in typical IMR fashion, aligned with a forward and intimate 
midrange and vocal presentation and crisp and fast treble. 
- 
Staging is exceptional with great width and depth. 
- 
Now this is the part that makes things even more interesting, the Planar Magnetic. 
A simple push and twist on the dynamic driver cover removes the ported plate over the dynamic allowing you to simply connect the planar 
module (simple push and twist to lock). 
- 
Now you have a hybrid full size headphone that elevates every area of the spectrum, pushing vocals to a whole new level of reality, midrange is 
now even clearer, the low end has an even greater sense of control and treble is ultra precise. 
- 
Staging is elevated to a star field presentation that will present in the most holographic way and immerse you like never before. 
- 
However non of the above would be complete without a way to customise to taste. The small volume control on the left side rear of the 
headphone allows you to control to what extent the dynamic driver plays a part in the music. At full it runs in unison with the planar, at minimum it 
allows you to run just the planar module and of course you can chose what ever your preference is in between. 
- 
Due to the modular nature of the Event Horizon you can buy just the dynamic version and upgrade with a Planar module at a later date. 
- 
Beautifully constructed CNC machined aluminium chassis with memory foam inlay for the headband for those extended listening sessions. 
- 

 36mm Beryllium dynamic driver with dual motors. + Optional 75mm Planar magnetic module. 
 OFC cable 3.5mm + 4.4mm &  2.5mm balanced 
 Frequency response: 9- 40000Hz (dynamic) with Planar module attached (9-50000Hz) 
 Impedance: 60 Ohm 
 Maximum SPL >130dB 
 Efficiency 97dB/1mW 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 Jack Adapter (3.5mm to 6.3mm) 
 Hard Case 

SHIPS APPROXIMATELY APRIL 2022 - More details on special builds HERE 

CHECK UPDATES ON BUILDS HERE 
 

https://imracoustics.com/pages/pre-orders-and-special-builds
https://imracoustics.com/pages/special-build-updates-1


STINGRAY 
£800.00 GBP 
MODEL 

STINGRAY I - CNT ADLC + BONE CONDUCTION 

STINGRAY II - CNT ADLC + ELECTROSTATIC + BONE CONDUCTION 

STINGRAY III - CNT ADLC + ELECTROSTATIC + DUAL ARMATURE + BONE CONDUCTION 

STINGRAY AMT I - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC 

STINGRAY AMT II - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC + BONE CONDUCTION 

STINGRAY AMT III - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC + BONE CONDUCTION + ELECTROSTATIC 

After a very long period of development and fine honing of our skills IMR is delighted to announce our range of custom in ear monitors. 

Offering the ultimate in fit, comfort and isolation to get the absolute very best from your music. 

Building on our spectacular Elan, Astra Ultraque and Pro models to offer an even more personalised experience. 

Using our CNT ADLC wide band dynamic driver tuned for custom in ear monitor duties with a multitude of additional driver options including our 
highly specialised AMT (air motion transformer) driver option for those that demand the ultimate. 



The Stingray would not be an IMR product without the ability to change something on the IEM and the front plate can be changed from an open 
port design to a fully closed design allowing you to run a larger staging open port or fully isolated in closed. 

Which ever driver combination you chose you will always enjoys a rich and realistic low end, lush and intimate vocals and midrange with 
exceptional highs. 

Available in either comfort fit for all day comfort use or stage fit for those that need absolute security while performing on stage. 

 STINGRAY I - The Elan in custom form. - CNT ADLC + Bone conduction. 
 STINGRAY II - Astra Ultraque in custom form. - CNT ADLC + Bone conduction + Dual electrostatic drivers. 
 STINGRAY III - Based off the Astra Ultraque with dual balanced armatures for added vocal presentation and placement. - CNT ADLC + Bone 

conduction + Dual electrostatic drivers + dual balanced armature. 
 STINGRAY AMT I - Utilising a AMT driver for upper midrange and upper registers combined with our CNT ADLC for ultra realistic and 

effortless presentation. 
 STINGRAY AMT II - The same as AMT I but with bone conduction to add additional layering, detail and staging while putting you even further 

immersed into the music. 
 STINGRAY AMT III - Combining AMT II with dual electrostatic drivers for ultimate resolution, imaging and stage beyond what you though was 

possible with a IEM. 

 

Why chose an AMT equipped IEM? AMT drivers work quite differently to other drivers and due to the pleated diaphragm act like bellows rather 
than using vibration or pistonic motion. They are exceptional at their duties without shouting about it, wont run out of headroom with 
exceptional transient response. Never too bright or hard but precise. 

Stingray I,II,III all require up to 60 day build time from the receipt of your ear impressions or 3D impressions file. 

Stingray AMT I.II,II all require a 90 day build time as all AMT drivers are hand made and require much more time to build. 

All are supplied with 2.5mm, 3.5mm and 4.4mm cables, adapter and carry case. 

ALL custom models are non refundable as they are made to fit just you.  

All prices exclude UK VAT and VAT will be added at the checkout for UK customers. 
 
 



STINGRAY AMT Universal 
£1,300.00 GBP 
MODEL 

STINGRAY AMT I - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC 

STINGRAY AMT II - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC + BONE CONDUCTION 

STINGRAY AMT III - 10MM AMT + CNT ADLC + BONE CONDUCTION + ELECTROSTATIC 

After a very long period of development and fine honing of our skills IMR is delighted to announce our range of Stingray AMT in ear monitors. 

Offering the ultimate in fit, comfort and isolation to get the absolute very best from your music. 

Using our CNT ADLC wide band dynamic driver combined with the IMR AMT (air motion transformer) driver for the ultimate in clarity, separation, 
detail, placement and staging or chose to add bone conduction or an electrostatic driver in the Stingray II or III. 

The Stingray would not be an IMR product without the ability to change something on the IEM and the front plate can be changed from an open 
port design to a fully closed design allowing you to run a larger staging open port or fully isolated in closed. 

Which ever driver combination you chose you will always enjoys a rich and realistic low end, lush and intimate vocals and midrange with 
exceptional highs. 

 

 STINGRAY AMT I - Utilising a AMT driver for upper midrange and upper registers combined with our CNT ADLC for ultra realistic and 
effortless presentation. 

 STINGRAY AMT II - The same as AMT I but with bone conduction to add additional layering, detail and staging while putting you even further 
immersed into the music. 



 STINGRAY AMT III - Combining AMT II with dual electrostatic drivers for ultimate resolution, imaging and stage beyond what you though was 
possible with a IEM. 

 

Why chose an AMT equipped IEM? AMT drivers work quite differently to other drivers and due to the pleated diaphragm act like bellows rather 
than using vibration or pistonic motion. They are exceptional at their duties without shouting about it, wont run out of headroom with 
exceptional transient response. Never too bright or hard but precise. 

Stingray AMT I.II,II all require a 90 day build time as all AMT drivers are hand made and require much more time to build. Each Stingray AMT is 
built to order. 

All are supplied with 2.5mm, 3.5mm and 4.4mm cables, adapter and carry case. 

All prices exclude UK VAT and VAT will be added at the checkout for UK customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ELAN+ 
 

 
 

  
£650.00 GBP 
Quantity 

The original Elan was an immense hit amongst our customers. Offering a thunderous yet superiorly controlled low end to a lush midrange to a 
crisp and well balanced top end. With the Bone conduction added to add some of the ethereal detailing leaving you sensing those details in a 
way you never have before. 

The Elan+ leaves the original recipe in place using the same bespoke CNT ADLC dynamic driver and dual chamber bone conductors but we 
have upped the game by adding a dual balanced armature motor. 

The dual balanced armature elevates the midrange and vocal presentation to another level. This also helps with placement of the micro details 
and staging. The dual balanced armature also mirrors the bone conduction motor and so the staging is vastly increased. 

The new shell design offers a greater level of comfort but also wearing security but most importantly a greater contact patch for the BC motors 
allowing greater levels of details to be transmitted. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

Each Elan comes with a special metal plaque with a message from this models namesake Elan Morrison the multiplatinum award 
wining music producer. A man who has helped me shape my sound since IMR's inception. 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New2.2Black_Red_Closed_SMALL_d56da9b7-bc84-4a1d-84db-ed40200b45c1_1024x.jpg?v=1649780430
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New1.2Black_Red_Closed_SMALL_6f77ccde-b7e3-4ec9-99cb-3ac8c0feae64_1024x.jpg?v=1649780430


  

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + Bone conduction motors + Dual balanced 
armatures. 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 42000Hz 
 Impedance: 34 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 101 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 50 UNITS 

REQUIRES 200/300hrs + BURN IN TIME 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

SERAPH 
£980.00 GBP 
Quantity 

The Seraph and Seraph+ mark a giant leap forward in what we can do with an in-ear monitor. 

Combining technologies old and new to find that ultimate presentation. 

In the Seraph we combine our CNT ADLC dynamic driver with dual balanced armatures and a monolithic MEMS speaker (Seraph+ adds dual 
electrostatics drivers). 

What does all of this mean in terms of sound? Control, precision and accuracy! But please don't mistake control, precision and accuracy as 
soulless sound as that is not what we do here at IMR.  

We have a rich, warm and powerful low end which offers sublime control and precision bass response. Thunderous and filled with authority when 
required, restrained, elegant and gentle when needed. 

Midrange is exceptional offering the most accurate and intimate vocal presentation to date. From the smallest breath to delicate instrument 
gestures. 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New2.2RedSMALL_1024x.jpg?v=1649780723
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New1.2RedSMALL_1024x.jpg?v=1649780723


Treble is wondrous, crisp, fast, controlled and non fatiguing.  

The combination of a dual BA with our CNT ADLC is a IMR first, let alone combined with a monolithic MEMS. So what does that offer? MEMS 
offer some of the fastest transient response of any driver along with 0.5 THD. 

Combine all of this together and you get a IMR house sounding IEM that is technically and sonically a world class sound. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + dual balanced armatures + Monolithic MEMS full 
bandwidth drivers 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 45000Hz 
 Impedance: 36 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 107 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 50 UNITS 

REQUIRES 200/300hrs + BURN IN TIME 

PRICES EXCLUDE UK VAT. UK CUSTOMER WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

Seraph and Seraph+ ship late September 2022 



  

  

SERAPH+ 
£1,180.00 GBP 
Seraph+ marks a giant leap forward in what we can do with an in-ear monitor. 

Combining technologies old and new to find that ultimate presentation. 

In the Seraph+ we combine our CNT ADLC dynamic driver with dual balanced armatures and a monolithic MEMS speaker (Seraph+ adds dual 
electrostatics drivers) and a dual electrostatic driver. 

What does all of this mean in terms of sound? Control, precision and accuracy! But please don't mistake control, precision and accuracy as 
soulless sound as that is not what we do here at IMR.  

We have a rich, warm and powerful low end which offers sublime control and precision bass response. Thunderous and filled with authority when 
required, restrained, elegant and gentle when needed. 

Midrange is exceptional offering the most accurate and intimate vocal presentation to date. From the smallest breath to delicate instrument 
gestures. 

Treble is wondrous, crisp, fast, controlled and non fatiguing.  

Staging is spectacular with a wide and deep star field presentation. 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New2.2GoldSMALL_1024x.jpg?v=1649781025
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/EDP_New1.2GoldSMALL_1024x.jpg?v=1649781025


Staging is and placement is larger with better accuracy of the instrument placement on the Seraph+ due to the dual electrostatic drivers. 

The combination of a dual BA with our CNT ADLC is a IMR first alone, let alone combined with a monolithic MEMS. So what does that offer? 
MEMS offer some of the fastest transient response of any driver along with 0.5 THD. 

Combine all of this together and you get a IMR house sounding IEM that is technically and sonically a world class sound. 

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + dual balanced armatures + Monolithic MEMS full 
bandwidth drivers + Dual electrostatic drivers and in built amplifier. 

 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 Detachable OFC braided cable (3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 45000Hz 
 Impedance: 36 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 107 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

LIMITED TO 50 UNITS 

REQUIRES 200/300hrs + BURN IN TIME 

PRICES EXCLUDE UK VAT. UK CUSTOMER WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

Seraph and Seraph+ ship late September  2022 
  

  
 



  

  

Na-Le Hybrid 
£97.50 GBP£150.00 GBP 
CABLE CHOICE 

 Advance order today 

 
Pay a deposit of £50.00 to lock in your 35% Early bird discount. 
Combining a main diaphragm made from Carbon nano tubes (CNT) with a Amorphous diamond like carbon (ADLC) coating combined with rare 
earth neodymium motors for one of the most advanced dynamic driver in the IMR arsenal. Combined with Sonion bone conduction motors to fully 
immerse yourself in the music and put you right there in the action. 

The Na-Le sports a spectacular low end with sublime control and beautifully presented. 

Midrange detail is exquisite with vocals inline with rest of the spectrum. The Sonion bone conduction adds another layer of magic to the sound 
and allows for an immersive  soundscape! 

Micro and macro details are easily heard and instrument and vocal placement is supreme. 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/image_1024x.jpg?v=1661590426
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2230/9199/products/image_a263fd27-1d1c-4f5c-8299-188094eb880d_1024x.jpg?v=1661590428


Treble is ultra crisp and precise. 

This is a true ultra hi-res grade listening experience with a splash of IMR special sauce for that engaging, detailed, intimate, yet filled with soul, 
richness and that IMR fun. With the use of bone conduction to put you in the scene of the music!  

As with all IMR in-ear monitors you can further enhanced your experience by tuning to your taste via the IMR acoustic tuning nozzles (included). 

The drivers are encased in a light weight compact all anodised aluminium CNC machined chassis for long term durability and finish.  

Hand assembled and driver matched for unrivalled finish and sound! 

  

 10mm bespoke CNT ADLC Driver (Carbon nanotube amorphous diamond like carbon) + Sonion bone conduction motors 
 8 acoustic audio nozzles + 6 acoustic dampers 
 2 Pin detachable OFC braided cable (Choice of 3.5mm/2.5mm balanced/4.4mm balanced) 
 Frequency response: 8- 40000Hz 
 Impedance: 35 Ohm 
 Sensitivity: 99 +/- 3DB 
 24ct Gold plated 3.5mm Jack 
 6.35mm Adapter 
 Carry case for all equipment 
 Huge selection of ear tips for the perfect fit 

REQUIRES 200/300hrs + BURN IN TIME 

PRICES EXCLUDE UK VAT. UK CUSTOMER WILL HAVE VAT ADDED AT THE CHECKOUT. 

500 UNITS AVAILABLE 

SHIPS DECEMBER 2022 
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